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What we do
The Group was set up to act as a forum for discussion between a wide variety of academics with
interests in the study of media policy, journalism, political communications, new information
technologies and other topics. Though a specialist group of the Political Studies Association (PSA), we
encourage those working in other disciplines to join and get involved. To this end we organise panels
at the PSA Annual Conference and a short themed conference in the autumn.
Website: https://www.psa.ac.uk/specialist-groups/media-and-politics
Newsletter items to:
Emily Harmer
e.harmer@liverpool.ac.uk

Events
PSA Media and Politics Group Virtual Panel Series 2021
Thanks to those of you who joined our previous online sessions! The recordings are
available on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXkiNzCFpdSWcF1JtXSDqRw
We’re pleased to announce that registration is now open for our fourth seminar taking place
in November:

Social Movements in Elections: UK Anti-Austerity and Environmental Campaigning 201519 with Abi Rhodes
Date: Wednesday, 17 November 2021
Time: 4pm-5pm UK (GMT)
Please register (for free) via Eventbrite: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/psa-mpgseminar-seriers-5-dr-abi-rhodes-tickets-194521257317
Location: Online – link will be sent out once you have registered.
Social movements have long communicated with a broad range of audiences, including the
general public, political parties, other civil society organisations and voters. At election
times, social movements can be politically impactful by presenting messages that challenge
(or reproduce) dominant ideas of the political environment and offer alternative arguments
about what is to be done. These messages can target political parties during elections by
articulating citizen demands that call for institutional and policy changes (movement-party
interaction) and/or focus on drawing voter attention to a specific issue during election
campaigns (movement-voter interaction). Despite this, the dimension of movement-voter
interaction is currently absent from the fields of social movement studies and political
communication where the literature tends to focus closely on institutional actors.
Abi's new book, Social Movements in Elections, demonstrates that focusing on the analysis
of communicative tactics aimed directly at voters adds a self-consciously unmediated form
of communication during elections to the study of political communication and the
framework of electoral contention. It reveals that in the three UK general elections from
2015-19, two UK-based social movement groups – The People’s Assembly Against Austerity
(PAAA) and Extinction Rebellion (XR) – engaged in movement-voter interaction to draw
attention to austerity policies and environmental concerns respectively. Both XR and PAAA
used a variety of tactics during these election campaigns to communicate with the
electorate, including political billboards, hashtags, podcasts, and protest songs.
Her talk outlines the theoretical dimension of movement-voter interaction, focuses on XR's
communicative tactics during the 2019 election and media amplification of their message,
and establishes the importance of movement-voter interaction in the field of
communication studies.
More seminars coming soon…
We’ll take a break from our seminars during December because our annual conference will
be running instead but we will return in January…
Outside the Bubble - Social Media and Political Participation in Western Democracies with
Cristian Vaccari

Date: Wednesday, 12 January 2022
Time: 4pm-5pm UK (GMT)
Registration: Eventbrite link coming soon!
Location: Online – link will be sent out once you have registered.
Cristian will be joining us to talk about his new book, co-authored with Augusto Valeriani.
The book responds to academic concerns over the past decade debating whether social
media contribute to democracy. Drawing on an original study of internet users across nine
Western democracies, Outside the Bubble offers an unprecedented look at the effects of
social media on democratic participation. The book argues that social media do indeed
increase political participation in both online and face-to-face activities—and that they
expand political equality across Western democracies.

PSA Media and Politics Annual Conference
We’re looking forward to our annual conference taking place 15-16th December 2021
completely online, organised and hosted by Ruth Sanz Sabido and colleagues at Canterbury
Christ Church University. The call for submissions has now passed, so if your paper has been
accepted, don’t forget to register by 8th November! Registration is also open to other
members as well if you fancy joining us.
The link to register for the PSA Media and Politics Group Conference is now available:
https://www.canterbury.ac.uk/events/PSA-Media-and-Politics-Conference.aspx
£20 conference registration fee for both PSA members and non-members
£10 for students/precariously employed

Calls for papers
Communication, Conflict and Peace
Online International Conference organized by the Archbishop Desmond Tutu Centre for
War and Peace Studies Liverpool Hope University, Hope Park Campus, 27th June 2022
Global transformations fostered by the decentralization of communications from
mainstream media and governance institutions to a plural range of socioeconomic actors
and stakeholders have shaken the foundations of social consensus, truth and objectivity in
the construction of public spheres. Such transformation has posed unprecedented
challenges to conflict management and peacebuilding, multiplying risks of instability and

war, but also the spaces for the construction of collective meanings and the voices shaping
them.
As the international community struggles to find consensus and challenges to peace and
security risks multiply, the aim of this event is to explore the relationship between
communication broadly conceived, and the challenges and possibilities for peace. We will
receive papers from scholars, practitioners and activists on all the dimensions of
communication and conflict including, among others:
•

Dynamics of miscommunication, propaganda and persuasion

•

Historical and contemporary perspectives

•

The role of communication technologies, formats (speed, scope, use)

•

The role of communication and media in prevention, management of conflict

•

Communication, Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law

•

Public Diplomacy

•
Documentation and representation of war, conflict and peace in a variety of formats
including photography, film, radio, TV, magazines, social media, videogames, etc.
•

News media, journalism in conflict and peace

•

The role of representation and language in conflict and peacebuilding

Please send abstracts of maximum 300 words (word format) for presentations lasting no
more than 20 minutes, together with a maximum of 5 keywords and a biography of 150
words including name, title, institutional affiliation, contact information and technical
requirements where applicable to tutu@hope.ac.uk by April 1, 2022.
Registration free of charge for the Conference will open soon after the call for papers have
been closed.
For all enquiries, please contact tutu@hope.ac.uk

Media and the Illiberal Turn: Challenges to democracy and public communication in light
of the COVID-19 pandemic
28-29 April 2022, Loughborough University
https://www.illiberal-turn.eu/news/call-for-papers-illiberal-turn-final-conference/

We are inviting abstracts for a conference that will mark the closure of the project “The
Illiberal Turn: News Consumption, Polarization and Democracy in Central and Eastern
Europe”, conducted at the Centre for Research in Communication and Culture,
Loughborough University since 2019.
Recent years have seen worrying political developments across both old and new
democracies, ranging from the rise of populist leaders and dwindling support for democratic
rule to deepening ideological cleavages and growing polarization of public opinion. Many of
these trends have been linked to parallel changes in the information environment, and
specifically to the growth of social media and digital platforms. These changes have been
blamed for the growing societal polarization around key issues of public concern, ranging
from immigration policies, abortion and LGBTQ+ rights to the climate change and public
health measures. However, traditional media have often been central to these processes as
well, whether through amplifying populist and illiberal narratives, or through serving as
propaganda channels for governments and other actors.
This conference will provide an opportunity to widen the discussion of media and
illiberalism beyond the geographical scope of “The Illiberal Turn” project. Although Central
and Eastern Europe has been at the forefront of the illiberal turn, similar trends have been
documented in an increasing number of countries across the world, including Brazil, India,
the Philippines, as well as Western democracies such as the US or the UK. A key aim of the
conference is to map the role of the media in diverse trajectories of illiberalism around the
world.
In addition, we are also interested in understanding the interactions between illiberalism,
the media, and the COVID-19 pandemic. In several countries, governments abused the crisis
to push through illiberal policies, impose further restrictions on free speech, and tighten
their grip over the media. At the same time, concerns about the role of the media in
spreading misinformation and fuelling vaccine hesitancy added a sense of urgency to
debates about digital platform regulation. What do these tendencies mean for the mid- and
long-term impact of the pandemic on the global advance of illiberalism?
We welcome both theoretically-focused and empirically-informed papers exploring, from a
broad range of methodological perspectives, topics such as (but not limited to):
•
•
•
•

the impact of political/media polarization on democracy and the public sphere;
the role of the Internet and social media as channels fostering/opposing illiberalism
and authoritarian politics;
the relationship between media consumption and the nurturing of (il)liberal
attitudes;
the proliferation and exploitation of mis/disinformation in contemporary “cultural
wars”;

•
•
•
•
•

the determinants and changing nature of public trust in media and democratic
institutions;
the impact of the pandemic on news media use, trust and independence;
instrumentalization of media and challenges for editorial autonomy;
the role of popular culture, fiction and entertainment genres in the rise of
illiberalism;
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the relationship between illiberalism and
media.

Abstracts of c. 250-300 words should be sent to illiberal-turn@lboro.ac.uk by 15 December
2021.
Attendance is free. Conference will be organized in a hybrid format, allowing for on-site and
online participation. There will be a limited financial support available to cover the travel
expenses of early career scholars. Opportunities for publishing selected conference papers
as a journal special issue or an edited volume will be explored after the conference.

Conference on the Regulation of Old and New Media Forms in Africa
Birmingham Centre for Media and Cultural Research
Birmingham City University
May 2022
Location: Zoom

Conference Theme: Regulating African Digital Media
Increasingly more African countries are instituting laws, procedures, and policies, seeking to
regulate the media ecosystem. Governments typically justify such approaches to regulation
as a way to combat the negative consequences of online media usage, such as hate speech
and mis/disinformation. This trend generally reflects the historical application of censorship
laws that have targeted the critical press and journalistic autonomy (Obijiofor et al., 2016).
The implications of this are considerable. What we are witnessing is the integration of two
regulatory paradigms – for the traditional and digital media – into one, with the potential
for state authorities to expand blanket censorship from media to citizen expression in ways
that mirror the politics of regulation. A central issue at play here is the struggle over the
appropriation and exercise of power over collective voices, with consequences for
democracy, plurality, independence, dissent, and freedom.

No doubt, media and digital regulation have intensified in recent years across the globe in
what has been described as the “regulatory turn” (Flew et al., 2021, p. 208). The aim, it
seems, is to manage the disruptive effects of the usage of media technologies. What has
been largely overlooked, however, is an overarching investigation of this trend in Africa. This
is in spite of the reality that state interventions such as social media bans, which are
becoming common on the continent, are disruptive in themselves. Meanwhile, the few
scholarly collections which have examined separate angles of the subject have done so
predominantly from the traditional media lens only (Chan-Meetoo, 2013; Sampaio-Dias et
al., 2019). For instance, Chan-Meetoo’s (2013) edited collection considers how African
journalists negotiate regulatory and ethical requirements demanded of them. Other works
have looked at regional or linguistic peculiarities in traditional media regulation on the
continent (de la Brosse and Frére, 2012; Limpitlaw, 2021). What has also been neglected is
the fact that new media platforms are mainly domiciled in the West, bearing implications
for digital sovereignty in Africa.
Furthermore, research centred on Africa has barely considered emergent regulatory
practices that cover the traditional media, online harms, social media, blockchain
technologies, privacy concerns, virtual reality, artificial intelligence, and the wider internet
of things. This conference thus creates a space for researchers to build on previous scholarly
work and to share, discuss and debate contemporary regulatory interventions in media
technologies across Africa in attempts to regulate disruption, and their impact on societies.
Topics may include, but are not limited to:
•

Press and broadcasting regulation

•

Social media regulation and online harms

•

Online broadcasting regulation

•

The politics of regulation

•

Internet and social media bans

•

Regulation as disruption

•

Regulating/regulated disruption

•

Platform governance and self-regulation in Africa

•

Regulatory frameworks, methods, and methodologies

•

Online privacy and data concerns

•

Regulation, the balance of power, and digital sovereignty

•

Punitive media registration

•

African Union, multi-stakeholderism, and media regulation

•

Regulating artificial intelligence and other new media technologies in Africa

We also invite conceptual papers and reflections on alternative, and perhaps homegrown
approaches that can be exploited at the national and/or regional level on the continent to
address the challenges of media and digital regulation.
Abstract Submission
Please send a 300-word abstract proposal for a 20-minute presentation by 14 January 2022
to regulationafrica@protonmail.com
Proposers will be notified of the outcome of the selection by 7 February 2022.
Abstracts should be in MS Word format and should include name, position, institutional
affiliation, email address of proposer(s), and a 150-word biography.
Conference Details
Conference registration will open in early April 2022 and the conference schedule will be
released afterwards. The conference will be held on Zoom and will be organised weekly in a
panel format in May 2022. To make this work, a single panel (90 minutes long) will be
scheduled for each of the Tuesday afternoons (UK time) in May 2022. Further details on
timing will be confirmed to selected participants.
Special Issue Publication
Shortly after the conference, we will invite full papers based on the presentations for
publication in a journal special issue to be announced. In your abstract submission, please
indicate whether you would like your contribution to be considered for the special issue
publication. Interested contributors should please note that full papers will be requested
by September 2022.

From International News Flows to Platformization of Journalism: Global News Diversity in
Perspective
Hosted by Université Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris & University of Leeds
Date and Location: Thursday 26 May, 2022 at La Maison de la Recherche of Université
Sorbonne Nouvelle (4, rue des Irlandais, 75005 Paris)
An ICA preconference associated with the Global Communication and Social Change and
Journalism Studies divisions.

Decades of research has demonstrated inequalities and imbalance in international news
flows. Such research focused on news agencies, radio and 24-hour international TV news
channels as a site for the projection of state soft power (Mattelart, 2014; Schiller, 1976);
indeed, since their inception, news agencies have been close to political and economic
power (see for AFP, Lefebure, 1996). Nonetheless, regardless of the size, political and
economic influence of those global media, they remain small players compared to US tech
giants like Google and Facebook (Ihlebaek & Schanke Sundet, 2021). The platformization of
news refers to the transformation of the platform-publisher relationship (Nielsen & Ganter,
2018), and is an approach which asks questions about the datafication of audiences, spaces
for public deliberation and the differential responsibilities and accountability of the
stakeholders involved (van Dijck et al., 2019). Platforms are not involved in news
production, and news distribution is only (a tiny) part of their business. Described as a
“corporate takeover of the digital world” (Smyrnaios, 2018), an oligopoly of platforms offers
users access to information personalized and mediated by algorithms. Previous research
about online news diversity demonstrates that more could mean less, where the abundant
flows of news are contrasted with the lack of original news produced (Paterson, 2007;
Rebillard & Loicq, 2013). The online flow of news from this view seems superfluous despite
the promise of the internet to democratize and freely expand access to information and
culture. How are platforms contributing to this dynamic when they mediate news? The
question of algorithmically-mediated visibility and access to journalism has become central
(Bucher, 2018) whereas advertising platforms became the matchmakers between declared,
supposed and inferred tastes of audiences on one side and news supply on the other side.
Privately owned infrastructures of public life, platforms exercise a tremendous market and
political power on public speech and political expression. How accountable are tech giants
regarding the construction and destruction of media economies and cultural industries? The
power of platforms has led to calls for regulation to increase compliance with intellectual
property laws, privacy laws (such as GDPR), antitrust, tax avoidance, and the dissemination
of disinformation. A capability to disrupt news flow on a continental scale became clear in
2021 when Facebook and Google were targeted by Australian legislation designed to ensure
payment for the news they distribute.
This one-day pre-conference on platformization of news seeks to answer, in light of previous
research in critical political economy of international news flow, questions about the
circulation of online news through platforms.
We invite extended abstracts (of no more than 800 words) pertaining, but not limited to,
the following topics:
• How can we imagine a “free and balanced circulation” of online news which would not be
market-oriented or politically-controlled by States, but empowering for citizens and public
debate?

• In what ways does algorithmic control over the circulation of news influence public
debate?
• Do YouTube and other platforms actively contribute to information diversity? If so, in what
ways, to what extent and with what limits? Do newer platforms such as TikTok or Snapchat
contribute more to news diversity than more established platforms?
• How has the pandemic altered our understanding of the domination of platforms over
news flows?
• What opportunities exist to resist or reform the grip of global platforms over the
circulation of news? Do citizens/consumers support restrictions or limitations on that
influence?
To participate:
Please upload an extended abstract of no more than 800 words (excluding references) at
the address below by 15 February, 2022. Abstracts will be assessed by members of the
scientific committee and outcomes will be communicated by 15 March, 2022.
Full-length manuscripts (for discussants to provide feedback on) are due to Alan Ouakrat
( alan.ouakrat@sorbonne-nouvelle.fr), by 6 May, 2022.
For more information and to submit an abstract go to: https://icaglobalnews.sciencesconf.org/
For any questions, please contact: alan.ouakrat@sorbonne-nouvelle.fr
Registration is required. Registration will be available through the ICA website from
February 2022.
Organizers: Alan Ouakrat, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris, France; Chris Paterson,
University of Leeds, UK ; Franck Rebillard, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle; Jasmin Surm,
University of Leeds
Scientific committee: David Hesmondhalgh, University of Leeds (UK); Florence Le Cam, ULB
(Belgium); Tristan Mattelart, Université Paris 2 (FR); Terhi Rantanen, London School of
Economics and Political Science (UK); Marta Severo, Université Nanterre (FR), Nikos
Smyrnaios, Université de Toulouse (FR).

Publications/resources
The Routledge Companion to Political Journalism, edited by James Morrison, Jen Birks and
Mike Berry.

https://www.routledge.com/The-Routledge-Companion-to-Political-Journalism/MorrisonBirks-Berry/p/book/9780367248222
We’re delighted to announce publication of The Routledge Companion to Political
Journalism, edited by three members of the PSA MPG and featuring many more!
This international edited collection brings together the latest research in political
journalism, examining the ideological, commercial and technological forces that are
transforming the field and its evolving relationship with news audiences.
Comprising 40 original chapters written by scholars from around the world, The Routledge
Companion to Political Journalism offers fundamental insights from the disciplines of
political science, media, communications and journalism. Drawing on interviews, discourse
analysis and quantitative statistical methods, the volume is divided into six parts, each
focusing on a major theme in the contemporary study of political journalism. Topics covered
include far-right media, populism movements and the media, local political journalism
practices, public engagement and audience participation in political journalism, agenda
setting, and advocacy and activism in journalism. Chapters draw on case studies from the
United Kingdom, Hungary, Russia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Italy, Brazil, the United States,
Greece and Spain.

New Podcast Limited Series: Reactionary Digital Politics
Alan Finlayson, Rob Gallagher, Sophie Ludkin & Rob Topinka are pleased to announce the
release of a new 8-part podcast series on the topic of Reactionary Digital Politics: Ideologies,
Rhetorics, Aesthetics.
The series forms part of a three-year research project Political Ideologies, Rhetoric and
Aesthetics in the Digital Age: The Case of the Alt-Right. It reports on findings of the project
and includes interviews with scholars, reporters and writers working in this field including:
Clare Birchall, Florian Cramer, Matthew Feldman, Bharath Ganesh, Debbie Ging, Annie Kelly,
Hugo Leal, Becca Lewis, Wu Ming 1, Whitney Phillips and Marc Tuters.
The series aims to help listeners think about and understand how digital platforms and
online styles of communication are affecting the shape and feel of political ideas and
ideologies, and how we relate to them. Throughout it asks why right-wing and reactionary
politics have been so successful in using these technologies to promote their ideas. Each
episode asks, and tries to answer, a question about how digital technologies affect how we
think, feel and argue about politics, our identifications and expectations. The series is
intended to be accessible to a public audience, accurately representing and explaining
scholarship in this area, but also of value to students as well as researchers studying these
topics.
Please have a listen and consider recommending to your students, colleagues, friends,
relatives, neighbours, and everyone else you meet. Further details, episode descriptions and

links to subscribe through all the major podcast platforms can be found here:
https://reactionarydigitalpoliticspodcast.wordpress.com

